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About This Game

Forests of Augusta takes place in the forest where you will hunt wild animals and scavenge them for crafting materials. You will
gather resources like wood, stone, iron to eventually build your own camp. You will have to defend your camp from wild animal

attacks. With the gathered resources you can craft items like bows, arrows, potions and food.

Ranked Game Mode:
You will accumulate score points for your actions while the game time is not yet over. After the game time has completed you

will be presented with your final score and have the possibility to compete on the leaderboards. After the game time is over you
are still free to further explore the game.

Halloween Mode:
You will have to survive in the forests at night where skeletons invade the forest. You will acquire experience points and level
up while enemies also endlessly become more and more powerful. You are able to allocate stat points to further enhance your

playstyle! When you die you get to submit your level score to the leaderboards.
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Title: Forests of Augusta
Genre: Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Rebel Camp Games
Publisher:
Rebel Camp Games
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit SP1, Windows 8.1 64-Bit, Windows 10 64-Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4570T 2.9 GHz / AMD FX-6100 3.3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 Ti / AMD Radeon HD 6850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 7 GB available space

English
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Its a cheap 1 hour "entertainment". Primitve and annoing. Dont expect to much.. This is my first game published by Choice of
Games that I've played and I felt like I was talking a slight risk buying it because I've never really played a choose your own
adventure game but I love RPG's like the older Bioware titles, The Elder Scrolls titles, System Shock 2, etc and I also kind of
like reading niche fanfiction. I actually enjoyed this game a lot since I like mecha anime. The first playthrough took me about 4
hours. Subsequent playthroughs are significantly shorter if you've skipped text you've already read on different paths and you
begin to understand the flow of the game and the characters in it.

I purchased this game at full price and I think it was worth the price. I'll be trying other titles from this publisher in the future
but I've heard that they can be hit or miss so read the reviews. This game is not a cash grab game and there are choices to make
throughot the entire game. There's no art but thats not a big deal to me because its a choose your own adventure game after all,
its not a visual novel.

I think I would have prefered the game to be slightly longer but thats more because I want to experience more mecha story and
less because I don't think it's worth the price. I'd buy another game or DLC that makes makes the game longer.. Doesnt even
launch had to look on the decussion to see how to get out of the overly laggy loading screen. The game crashed the second I
started it. No settings or display settngs. I would have wrote a nicer review if I at least got to play the bloody game. Waste of
money.. In general it's nice. A bit too hard though, I could only finish 2-3 screens without help. Some puzzles are badly
explained
(took me quite a while to figure out that "4 elements, one way" is essentially some kind of Sudoku). Some german translations
are wrong too.. Better than Slain

Honestly. please play the first game before this. half the mystery is discovering how the events of this game connect to the first
installment.

danganronpa 1 and 2 together have seriously changed my outlook on life for the better, and i can't recommend these games any
more if you're in a spot in your life when you're feeling hopeless about something.
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This game is an orphan.. It's good to see more japanese arcade STGs coming to Steam.
Simple, yet challenging, even on the easiest of settings.
Lots of "oh ♥♥♥♥" moments await.. Played it years ago and loved it. Now i'm back to complete all the routes and still loving it.

Great story and a gameplay that forces you to think or feel pain.. This game makes me want Adeptus Titanicus in VR.. Pretty
solid all around. Puzzles are challenging enough, atmosphere is solid, soundtrack is very good and fitting. Story keeps you
interested, and the hidden "true" ending makes the game delightfully dark.

A forewarning though, "Extra" mode is pretty much ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t start to finish. A lot of the puzzles have been made
significantly harder, which is nice. But there's also a ton of unpredictable instant deaths added in. Which is mildly amusing, at
best. Frustrating at worst. Also, some of the chase scenes in "Extra" are just downright not fun and quickly devolve into
repeated trial and error. Other than that though, it's pretty neat.

With all that said: normal mode is, by itself, a great experience. Would definitely recommend a purchase. Didn't even know this
was an RPGMaker game until the credits told me. Which is a great sign.. I have enjoyed this game for many hours beyond the
time that Steam knows of. Having been part of beta testing and on I have seen this game evolve from it's original masochistic
minimalist form to its current massively, masochistic, minimalistic form. With the addition of power-ups the developer has
granted players a morsel of mercy that adds to the fun. It also gives me the ability to say, in a curmudgeonly voice, "Power-ups?!
Back in my day, a Disastr_Blasr power-up was a kick in the jimmy! And we liked it!"

One of the truly cool things I love about Dog Theory's approach with this minimalist game is that every detail is meaningful.
When I play this game it is clear to me that a lot of love and thought has been squished into it.

Heart pounding, cool sounding, super-challenging and artsy fun!. I liked it. It's kinda slow. More of an art than a game kinda. I
do think that if it was more of an RPG or FPS it would be better? But for what it is it's okay.. DONT BUY!!!!!!!!! It doesnt do
what they say and it isnt smooth at all!! It is a waste of money and i luckily was refunded by steam :) Thats one reason i love
steam, you can get refunds.
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